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Hi friend! Congratulations on your engagement! 

I am Morgan, the owner and lead photographer here at MDB Photography! Some know me for my bubbly personality or my love for chicken
fingers. I was born in Cincinnati, Ohio and grew up in a small town in Pennsylvania just outside of Philadelphia, Coopersburg. I started

capturing weddings at the age of 15 in Philadelphia and instantly fell in love with. . . love! 

At 18, I decided to pack up my life in my farm town and move 12 hours away to Savannah, Georgia to attend Savannah College of Art & Design. I
graduated with my BFA in Photography with a double minor in Fashion Photography in Advertising Photography. After graduating, I received a
job offer in Los Angeles to be a fashion photographer. I was sick to my stomach thinking about leaving this romantic city and all it's love stories.

So. . . MDB Photography was born!   

We love capturing the real and raw moments of your wedding day. Your fiancé tearing up when he first sees you. You giggling with your
bridesmaids and lastly, you throwing it down on the dance floor. Our style is timeless with warm tones and rich greens. Allowing your wedding

photos to be relevant for years to come! 

Thank you so much for wanting me to be part of your special day! I cannot wait to meet you! Your wedding day will truly be the best day ever!!

- Morgan 

Hello! 



Reviews

"Don’t look any longer! Morgan IS your
wedding photographer! I have never

worked with a professional photographer
and my husband is not a huge fan of taking

photos. So, I wasn’t sure what to expect
when I started looking but she literally hit
every point in the first five minutes I met

with her! I hear so many people say I didn’t
get a photo of this or that and I can honestly

say she got it all! I’m in love with every
picture!"

 
- Charlie K.

"Morgan is absolutely incredible. From our
first meeting, I knew she was the

photographer for us and she only exceeded
expectations! Her bubbly and upbeat

personality was exactly what we needed for
our very laid back planning approach. On the
day of the wedding, she was a bright spot to
everyone involved and this girl followed us

all over downtown Savannah so that we
could capture moments in all of our favorite
spots. I seriously love every single photo that
she captured and would hire her again in a

heartbeat! She's a consummate professional
but I feel like I've gained 

a friend as well!"
 

- Bethany B.





10 Hour Wedding Coverage | 2 Photographers
• $4,550

 
10 Hour Wedding Coverage | 1 Photographer 

• $3,800
 

8 Hour Wedding Coverage | 2 Photographers
• $3,900

 
8 Hour Wedding Coverage | 1 Photographer

• $3,300
 

7 Hour Wedding Coverage | 2 Photographers
• $3,565

 
7 Hour Wedding Coverage | 1 Photographer

• $3,050
 
 

All packages include a personalized online gallery of professionally edited 
images (color and black & white) and the rights to print and post. 

Packages



Frequently Asked Questions 

Do I need one or two photographers?
I will never tell you what to do on your day. . . I mean, it is your day! No, you don't NEED a second photographer, but I think you will

want one. There’s plenty of benefits to having a second photographer. Having two photographers allows for one photographer to
capture the bride getting ready and the other to document the groom. If you decide you want to do a first look, one of us can capture
one of your reactions, while the one of us capture's your partner's reaction. Lastly, I highly recommend two photographers if you have

more than 75-100 guests. It's hard to capture 200 people when there's just one of me.  

Do I get color and black & white images? 
Yes!! MDB Photography goes through all of your captured images to select the best of the best. Clients receive 50-75 edited images for

every hour  covered. With those selected images, you receive all the edited images in both color and black & white!  

How does it work with multiple locations on the wedding day?
It is very common to have multiple locations on a wedding day. Whether your ceremony is different than your reception location or you
get ready in a hotel. . . it is no problem! We will be wherever you need us to be, but any travel time is included in the hours of coverage.

Do you charge a travel fee?
We do not charge a travel fee for weddings in Savannah or Tybee. We do charge travel fees for Hilton Head and other 

locations outside of Savannah.  

What if I need more hours or coverage?
It's so hard to know how many hours of coverage you will need when your wedding date is so far out! MDBP alllows you to always add

additional hours of coverage if needed. Getting ready and wish we arrived earlier? Give us a call and we will be there as soon as
possible. Having a blast on the dance floor and don't want the night to end? We will be there! You can always add coverage and we can

take care of the billing later. 

What do I need to do to reserve my wedding date?
In order to reserve your wedding date, we only require a signed contract and 50% retainer for the package you select. The remaining

balance is due on the day of your wedding.Contracts and payments are done securely online - easy and convenient!  



Contact me!
Morgan Buchas

morgan@mdbphotography.org
(610) 533-3208

www.mdbphotography.org


